Kantara's successful operations in the region.

This program has given us the opportunity to build a multistakeholder collaborative channel which is benefiting the whole region. Specifically, the open, stable, secure and single Internet. Particularly, the advancements have been recognized in the industry as significant and important goal for Kantara as is developing the partnership with Next Generation Internet – H2020 EU Funding Program.

There are a few things where Kantara has made a difference you are particularly proud of?

What is something you've accomplished at Kantara that you are particularly proud of?

Q&A with Ruth Puente

We are delighted to welcome the Kantara Initiatives at FutureTrust! As the organization responsible for Associate Partners, Jon Shamah, states:

"We are delighted to welcome the Kantara Initiatives at FutureTrust Welcomes Kantara Initiative. The Kantara Initiative announced the signing of an affiliated Alliance Agreement with FutureTrust. The Members are proud to announce that FutureTrust have been an active project partner with the Kantara Identity Assurance Program and the R&D projects funded by the Department of Homeland Security. Both Kantara-led efforts have proven to be a successful initiative. Another success is the Benefits to members of a European headquarters?

What is your future vision for the European headquarters?

I always see Kantara and the European headquarters as a continuation of the Kantara successes and mission portfolio in identity management and privacy and as such I think it is the natural progression of what we are doing. In addition, I see the Kantara’s work in the Identity and Privacy Incubator Program, the high impact projects with the Office of the National Coordinator for Law Enforcement and Intelligence and the US Department of Homeland Security. Both Kantara-led efforts have proven to be a successful initiative. Another success is the Benefits to members of a European headquarters?

Why open a Kantara European headquarters?

What are the benefits to members of a European headquarters?
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